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ABSTRACT
Deamidation evaluation and mitigation is an important aspect of therapeutic antibody developability
assessment. We investigated the structure and function of the Asn-Gly deamidation in a human anti-CD
52 IgG1 antibody light chain complementarity-determining region 1, and risk mitigation through protein
engineering. Antigen binding affinity was found to decrease about 400-fold when Asn33 was replaced
with an Asp residue to mimic the deamidation product, suggesting significant impacts on antibody
function. Other variants made at Asn33 (N33H, N33Q, N33H, N33R) were also found to result in significant
loss of antigen binding affinity. The co-crystal structure of the antigen-binding fragment bound to
a CD52 peptide mimetic was solved at 2.2Å (PDB code 6OBD), which revealed that Asn33 directly
interacts with the CD52 phosphate group via a hydrogen bond. Gly34, but sits away from the binding
interface, rendering it more amendable to mutagenesis without affecting affinity. Saturation mutants at
Gly34 were prepared and subjected to forced deamidation by incubation at elevated pH and tempera-
ture. Three mutants (G34R, G34K and G34Q) showed increased resistance to deamidation by LC-MS
peptide mapping, while maintaining high binding affinity to CD52 antigen measured by Biacore.
A complement -dependent cytotoxicity assay indicated that these mutants function by triggering
antibody effector function. This study illustrates the importance of structure-based design and extensive
mutagenesis to mitigate antibody developability issues.
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Introduction

The successful development of therapeutic antibodies depends
on the evaluation of many factors, including potential physical
and chemical degradations, as part of a developability assess-
ment and any subsequent mitigation.1 Identifying and engi-
neering antibodies that are stable throughout expression,
purification, formulation, storage and distribution are critical
for cost reduction and quality control of therapeutic manu-
facturing and in vivo pharmacokinetics and potency.2–5 The
concept of developability assessments for therapeutic proteins
has gained attention in recent years, with substantial effort
focused on the identification, understanding, and mitigation
of specific liabilities. These liabilities include chemical degra-
dations such as oxidation, deamidation, isomerization, and
fragmentation.6–10

Deamidation of asparagine (Asn) residues is a major post-
translational modification that can significantly impact
protein structure and function.11,12 The non-enzymatic mod-
ification proceeds via formation of a five-member ring succi-
nimide intermediate, which is subsequently hydrolyzed into
a mixture of isoaspartate (isoAsp) and aspartate (Asp). The
intermediate and the final products formed in the deamida-
tion process lead to mass change, charge heterogeneity, and
structural alteration of the peptide backbone in the case of
isoAsp formation.13,14 Multiple factors have been identified
that affect the rate of asparagine deamidation. With regard to

the primary sequence, deamidation rates depend on the
amino acid residues adjacent to Asn in the peptide chain,
with Gly and Ser the most destabilizing C-terminal amino
acids.12 The rate of deamidation also depends on external
factors, increasing with elevated temperature and pH in gen-
eral. More evidence suggests that deamidation can also hap-
pen at non-canonical sequences, when asparagine is followed
by other amino acids.7,15 The three-dimensional structure has
been found to be another major determining factor,12,14,16 but
a detailed understanding of the correlation has been largely
lacking. Protein interaction is also found to affect deamida-
tion. For example, an isoaspartate product has been detected
in the complementarity-determining region (CDR) region of
a free antibody, but was completely missing in the antibody-
antigen complex.17

Potential deamidation sites in the CDR regions in recom-
binant monoclonal antibodies have been the subject of many
studies, due to continuous demonstration of its impact on
antibody functions.17,18 The loops in antibody CDRs are typi-
cally flexible, and thus could be subject to deamidation.
Multiple reports have described Asn deamidation in CDRs
of monoclonal antibodies and their impacts in detail19–26

Sydow et al. examined a collection of 37 different therapeutic
IgG1, IgG2 and IgG4 mAbs and found that deamidation was
only detected in the CDR regions, and when Asn was followed
by a Gly, Ser, Thr, or Asn.27 Recently, Lu et al. analyzed the
deamidation and isomerization liability of 131 clinical-stage
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antibodies and further established that deamidation occurs in
CDR regions at non-canonical motifs including NN, NF, NQ,
NH, NW, NY and NF.7 It remains unclear as to why deami-
dation frequently occurs in these non-canonical motifs, but
the authors suggest that protein conformation and local struc-
tural context could be major contributors. It further empha-
sizes the challenges of sequence-based approaches for liability
prediction, and highlights a knowledge gap in the field.

Robinson et al. have developed a computational method
for the quantitative estimation of the deamidation rates for
any protein of which the three-dimensional structure is
known.15,28 They concluded that most deamidation rates are
determined by the primary sequence and modulated by three-
dimensional structures. Sinha et al. demonstrated experimen-
tally that the higher-order structure influences both the rate of
Asn-deamidation and the product distribution in antibody
crystallizable fragments (Fcs).29

This work addresses the structure and functional aspects of
an Asn-Gly (NG) deamidation site found in the light chain
CDR1 region of an anti-CD52 antibody (MAB1). We studied
the effects of deamidation at this site, and determined the
X-ray structure of a peptide antigen mimic complexed with
the antibody antigen-binding fragment (Fab) to examine the
structure-function correlations. Engineered variants were gen-
erated based on the structure at the Asn-Gly deamidation site,
and characterized for their stability, antigen binding affinity,
and cell-based effector function. This led to successful
removal of the deamidation site while retaining its biological
function, and elucidated the structure-based impact and
mechanisms of deamidation.

Results

MAB1 loss of binding paralleled the level of deamidation

Peptide mapping was performed in parallel with Biacore
binding for anti-CD52 antibody MAB1 to monitor the impact
of deamidation. This was done after incubating the antibody
at elevated pH (7.0, 7.5 and 8.0) and temperature (37°C) to
monitor deamidation and its impact on function. Site-specific
deamidation in the peptide containing the light chain CDR1
Asn33-Gly34 site was found to increase with incubation time
and elevated pH (Figure 1A). Size-exclusion chromatography-
high performance liquid chromatography (SEC-HPLC) ana-
lysis suggests MAB1 remained monomeric, and there was no
detectable aggregation during the incubation. Deamidation
was also observed at the Asn 381 position on the PENNY
peptide in the Fc domain (data not shown). Biacore analysis
was performed to determine the binding affinity of the incu-
bated samples, which demonstrated that the loss of MAB1
binding paralleled the level of deamidation at this Asn-Gly
site (Figure 1B), suggesting a possible connection of CDR
deamidation with affinity loss.

N33D mutant to mimic the deamidation product

The Asn33 to Asp33 mutation (N33D) in the CDR1 region
light chain was created as a mimic of the deamidation product
to assess the effect of deamidation at this site. The purified

N33D mutant eluted as a single peak by SEC-HPLC, and had
the correct size by SDS-PAGE, which was confirmed by mass
spectrometry (MS). Biacore binding to the CD52 peptide was
then performed to assess the function of the mutant. No
detectable binding signal was observed for the N33D mutant
at 7.5 nM antibody concentration, where wild-type antibody
displayed high binding affinity (Figure 2A). Higher concen-
trations of N33D mutant (up to 1920 nM) were used in an
effort to determine quantitatively the loss of binding affinity
of the mutant. Kinetic and equilibrium fit of the binding data
resulted in a KD of 1.25 μM, which represents more than
a 400-fold drop in affinity compared to wild-type (Figure 2B
and C). The decrease in affinity is reflected in both a reduced
on-rate and an increased off-rate in the binding kinetics. This
result indicates that deamidation at this light chain CDR1 site
leads to significant loss of its biological function as measured
by its antigen binding affinity.

The complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) assay was
performed to establish the link between the affinity loss of the
N33D mutant to its peptide antigen and its biologic function.
This assay measures the ability of an antibody to induce lysis
of the receptor-positive lymphocytes. Complement-initiated
cell lysis of CD52-expressing Pfeiffer B-lymphocytes was
monitored with increasing concentration of anti-CD52 wild-
type and mutant antibodies. The result (Figure 2D) indicated
that the N33D mutant is deficient in the CDC assay. While
the wild-type antibody control effectively induces cell lysis

Figure 1. Loss of binding paralleled the level of deamidation. MAB1 was
dialyzed into buffers at pH 7.0, 7.5 and 8.0 (3 component buffer containing
10 mM succinate, 10 mM histidine, and 10 mM sodium phosphate), diluted to
0.5 mg/mL and incubated at 37°C for 4 weeks. Aliquots were taken at various
time points as for deamidation analysis by peptide mapping with mass spectro-
metry analysis (A) and Biacore binding affinity (B).
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with an EC50 of 10–20 µg/ml concentration, no significant
cell lysis was observed at the highest concentration of N33D
mutant tested (1 mg/mL).

Structural analysis of antibody antigen interactions by
x-ray crystallography

An X-ray crystallographic study was performed to understand
the structural basis for the antibody–antigen interaction.
Wild-type Fab was prepared by overnight papain digestion
of the MAB1 IgG1 followed by Mono S cation exchange
chromatography. The concentrated protein was mixed with
a 10-fold molar excess of phosphoethanolamine (ETP) CD52
peptide mimic (GQNDTSQTSSPS-Eta-PO4). The CD52 pep-
tide mimetic contains the entire human CD52 peptide
sequence, as well as the ethanolamine phosphate moiety to
mimic the beginning part of the glycosylphosphatidylinositol
(GPI) anchor present in the native glycopeptide on immune
cells. The crystal structure of MAB1 Fab complexed to CD52-
ETP peptide was solved at 2.2Å by molecular replacement
using PDB code 1FL5 as a search model (Figure 3 and
Supplementary Table 1). The CD52 peptide was manually
built into the density and the complete model was refined.
The structure identified the residues on the antibody CDRs
that are in direct contact with the CD52 peptide. CDR1 and 3
of the heavy chain and CDR1 and 2 of the light chain are
involved in CD52 binding. On the antigen side, the CD52-
ETP peptide was bent 180° at the “SSP” region and formed an
extensive hydrogen bonding network with MAB1 at the
“QTS” sequence and the phosphate group of the GPI anchor.
At the CDR1 deamidation site, the structure reveals two direct
interactions between the light chain CDR1 of the antibody
and the phosphate group of CD52. The Asn33 of light chain
CDR1 forms hydrogen bonds with the phosphate oxygen and
Lys35 forms ionic interaction with another phosphate oxygen.

This newly-identified interaction between Asn33 and CD52
provides an explanation for the observation that when Asn33

is substituted with an Asp (N33D) to mimic the deamidation
product, the affinity is almost completely lost due to charge
repulsion (Figure 2). Another important observation from the
structure is that, while Asn33 is making critical interactions
with CD52 peptide, Gly34 sits away from the interaction inter-
face and could be much more amendable to mutagenesis
without affecting the interaction.

Asn33 mutants to remove deamidation sequence

In parallel with structural determination, multiple mutants
were designed and prepared to replace Asn33 to remove the

Figure 2. N33D mutation has significantly reduced antigen binding affinity and CDC effector function. (A) Biacore sensorgrams of 7.5 nM wild-type and N33D mutant
binding to immobilized CD52 peptide mimic. (B and C) Binding sensorgrams and global fit using a 1:1 binding model to obtain the binding constants. For wild-type
(panel B), 0.2–7.5 nM antibody were used; for N33D (panel C), 0.2–1920 nM antibody were used. (D) CDC assay to test the effector function of the N33D mutant.

Figure 3. Crystal structure of the antigen-binding fragment of wild-type anti-
body complex to a CD52 peptide mimic. Detailed view shows interface of
peptide (green carbon atoms, orange phosphorus) and CDRs in heavy chain
(Salmon) and light chain (Cyan), with all visible peptide residues and paratope
residues in sticks. Two polar interactions between phosphate on peptide and
N33 and K35 in CDRL1 are labeled. Paratope residues are annotated as residue
name, residue number, followed by chain name.
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deamidation site and to assess the impact on antigen binding.
These mutants include N33Q, N33H, N33R, N33T, N33R,
N33K, and N33Y. The mutants are either consevative
(N33Q), or have side chains that could potentially replace
the hydrogen bonding between Asn33 and the peptide antigen
observed in the crystal structure. One mutant substituting the
wild-type Asn33-Gly34-Lys35(NGK) with a reversed Lys33-Gly
34-Asn35 (designated as “KGN” mutant) was also prepared
and evaluated to see whether changing the amino acid
sequence order can retain the binding in the tightly-knitted
binding interface. Conditioned HEK293 media from transient
transfection were checked for expression with protein
A biosensors using Octet, and their CD52 binding was mea-
sured by Biacore (Supplementary Figure 1). The result sug-
gests that all substitutions at Asn33, including the conservative
N33Q substitution and the sequence reversed KGN mutant,
lead to significantly reduced CD52 binding affinity. This is
consistent with the observation in the crystal structure that
Asn30 makes critical interactions with CD52 peptide.

Mutation design and preparation at the light chain Gly34

Light chain Gly34 was subjected to mutagenesis based on the
structural studies. In order to obtain light chain mutants with
maximum amino acid representation at this position,
a randomizedNNK oligonucleotidemixture was used for satura-
tion mutagenesis to generate all possible variants at the Gly34

position. The conditioned media of transiently expressed Gly34

mutants was screened for expression level and CD52 binding
affinity. All of these mutants were found to express at similar
levels. The antigen binding affinity was semi-quantitatively
ranked from the media using the rapid transfection and screen-
ing procedure. The affinities of the G34 mutants were ranked in
the following order: G34K ≈ G34R >Wild-type > (G34S, G34Q,
G34H, G34D, G34Y, G34A) > othermutants (Figure 4). Mutants
with the most-preserved affinity (solid bars in Figure 4A) were
scaled up for transfection and purified to homogeneity for
further characterization. The CD52 antigen-binding affinity of
the purified Gly34 mutants was determined by Biacore and are
summarized in Table 1. The rank order of the affinity agrees with
the result from the media screening: G34K and G34R mutants
have higher affinity than the wild-type; and the rest of the

selected mutants (G34S, G34Q, G34H, G34K, G34Y, and
G34A) have comparable or slightly lower affinity.

Stability characterization of G34 mutants after
accelerated deamidation conditions

Selected Gly34 mutants were purified and further studied with
elevated temperature (37°C or 45°C) and pH (pH 7.5) to test
their deamidation susceptibility. Aliquots of the mutant anti-
bodies were taken before the incubation (T0) and at week 2
and week 4 (T2 and T4) to assess their affinities for CD52
peptide by Biacore and its correlation with deamidation level.
An ~ 3–4-fold decrease in affinity at 37°C was observed for
the wild-type antibody (Figure 5), presumably due to deami-
dation at the light chain CDR deamidation site. The G34A
and G34S mutants also demonstrated a large decrease in
affinity after the 4-week incubation at 37°C (3.5-fold and
5.8-fold, respectively, see Table I). G34R, G34K, and G34Q,
however, largely retained their antigen binding affinity after
the 4-week incubation (less than 1.5-fold change in KD).
These three stable mutants were further tested for accelerated
deamidation at 45°C in the same buffer (Figure 5). This result
confirms the stability of these three mutants, which all
retained their binding affinity with KD ˂10 nM after the
incubation. The wild-type control, on the other hand, lost
most of its binding affinity for CD52 peptide by Biacore
under the forced deamidation condition, with a KD change
from 4.3 nM to 1230 nM (Table 1). The degree of stabilization
seems to be comparable among the three mutants, although

Figure 4. Affinity characterization of Gly34 mutants. (A) HEK293 conditioned
media expressing the Gly34 mutants were first screened by Octet and Biacore.
Binding response of 0.5 nM mutants were compared to wild-type and presented
as % of wild-type binding at the end of the 3-minute injection. Mutants with
highest affinity (solid bars) were selected for further analysis. (B) Biacore binding
sensorgrams of selected purified mutants. Duplicate injections of 7.5 nM anti-
body are presented for comparisons.

Table 1. Biacore CD52 binding affinity (KD, nM) of wild-type and mutant anti-
bodies before and after forced deamidation incubation.

WEEK 0 WEEK 2 WEEK 4

37°C
Wild-type 4.20 8.9 18.3
G34H 6.20 11.3 15.6
G34R 3.30 4.6 5.1
G34Q 6.10 8.8 10.2
G34K 3.30 4.5 4.8
G34A 7.40 17.7 25.6
G34Y 7.00 10.5 11.3
G34S 7.30 20.5 42.5

45°C
Wild-type 4.30 28 1230
G34K 3.30 5.3 8.9
G34R 3.30 5.8 9.3
G34Q 6.10 11.3 16.1
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the G34Q mutant has a lower baseline affinity. SEC-HPLC
analysis of the post-incubation samples suggests no sign of
aggregation or degradation of either the wild-type or mutant
antibodies (data not shown).

Selected incubation samples at time 0 and 4 weeks at 45°C
were analyzed by LC-MS peptide mapping to monitor the dea-
midation level on the peptide corresponding to the light chain
CDR1 Asn33Gly34 deamidation site. The three mutants that
retained affinity by Biacore analysis (G34R, G34K, and G34Q)
were tested and compared with the wild-type control. The sam-
ples were digested using trypsin and Endo Lys C, and the
digested samples were subjected to LC-MS peptide mapping.
The peptide containing the light chain deamidation site,
SSQSLLYSNGK (designated as peptide LT2), was identified for
detailed analysis. The isoDG LT2 peptide, one of the deamida-
tion products, was found to co-elute with the wild-type NG LT2
peptide. Only the DG LT2 peptide, which is the other deamida-
tion product, elutes at a different retention time. Since deamida-
tion of NG to both isoDG and DG leads to a one Dalton increase
in mass, isotopic mass distribution was used to estimate the
amount of deamidated LT2 peptides (DG LT2 + isoDG LT2)
in the samples by comparing the shift from the first isotope N to

the second N + 1 peak (Figure 6). In the case of wild-type, this
corresponds to the shift of the 592 to the 593 m/z. We estimated
that greater than 90% deamidation occurred on wild-type LT2
peptide. The G34R, G34Q and G34K mutants, on the other
hand, showed a significantly reduced amount of deamidation
at Asn33 under this accelerated deamidation condition, as indi-
cated by the reduced shift to N + 1 peak. There is an additional
Lys C cleavage site introduced by the G34K mutation in the
middle of the original LT2 peptide to generate LT2′ and the
incompletely digested LT2′-LT3′, which were both monitored
(Figure 6B). The level of observed deamidation in these force-
deamidated samples can be ranked as follows: wild-type⋙G34K
> G34Q > G34R. We conclude from these sets of experiments
that these three engineered variants are much more stable com-
pared to wild-type MAB1, due to increased resistance to
deamidation.

Stability mutants are biologically functional in a
complement-dependent cytotoxicity assay

The three mutants (G34 R, G34Q and G34K) with increased
stability were further evaluated in the CDC assay to study

Figure 5. Prolonged incubation at elevated pH and temperature was performed to test deamidation stability by selected mutants. The result of incubation at 37°C is
presented in the left panel with the three most stable mutants highlighted with arrows. The result at 45°C is presented in the right panel.

Figure 6. LC-MS peptide mapping experiments to monitor specifically the peptide corresponding to the light chain CDR1 Asn33Gly34 deamidation site. The peptide
containing the light chain deamidation site -SSQSLLYSNGK-(designated as LT2 peptide) was identified for detailed analysis. (A) Deamidation of LT2 NG to both isoDG
and DG leads to one Dalton increase in mass. (B) Isotopic mass distribution was used to estimate the amount of deamidated LT2 peptides (DG LT2 + isoDG LT2) in
the samples by comparing the shift from the first isotope N to the second N + 1 peak. Mutants were found to be much more resistant to deamidation than the
control.
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whether the amino acid changes in the CDR region could
affect the binding to CD52 on the cell surface, and
thus impact their effector function. The results show con-
centration-dependent cell lysis for wild-type and the three
selected mutants (Supplementary Figure 2). G34Q had
slightly reduced potency in this assay, which is in agreement
with the lower antigen binding affinity observed in the
Biacore binding assay. The potency of G34R and G34K
were comparable to the wild-type control.

DISCUSSION

Deamidation in the CDR regions of an antibody could lead to
loss of function, and thus has been a subject of many studies
in the literature.7,31,32 These reports have begun to elucidate
the mechanisms underlying deamidations and chemical mod-
ifications, as well as their effects. However, substantial gaps
still exist in the understanding of the determinants of deami-
dation, and how the change will affect antibody structure and
function. The mutagenesis, structure and function studies
described here represent how we elucidated the critical func-
tional residues in our mAb, and used this information to
engineer out the liability in the CDR. This approach may
have application for other antibodies where the crystal struc-
ture can be determined and similar mutagenesis studies car-
ried out.

The asparagine deamidation in the light chain CDR1 (L1)
of MAB1 reported here is consistent with the recent report by
Xu et al. that examined the deamidation liability of 131
clinical-stage mAbs.7 They found that, among this large set
of mAbs, relatively high frequencies of deamidation events
were observed in CDRs H2 and L1, with CDR L1 accounting
for 81.8% (18/22) of all observed light chain deamidation
events. Our work, together with other reports,7,27,33 indicates
that asparagines in the light chain CDR1 region have a higher
risk of deamidation, likely due to local structure and
conformation.

To better understand this observation, we have reviewed
both the sequences of human Vkappa and Vlambda germlines
and CDRL1 conformations in published antibody structures
(MOE, version 2018.0101). The length of CDRL1 from 1920
non-redundant structurally known antibodies appears bimo-
dal, featuring 11 amino acids (44.7%) and 16 amino acids
(13.9%) as the two most popular CDRL1 lengths

(Figure 7A). In addition, CDRL1 is commonly stabilized by
a hydrophobic residue (I, V, L) that inserts into the hydro-
phobic core between the two beta sheets in VL domain, and
its conformation can be grouped to two major populations,
with shorter loops simply spanning the Ig domain and longer
loops forming an additional hairpin structure after the stabi-
lizing hydrophobic residues (Figure 7B). CDRL1 in the MAB1
structure has 16 amino acids, and the NG motif sits at the tip
of the hairpin. A 50 ns molecular dynamics of MAB1 Fab in
the absence of peptide shows NG motif has highest flexibility
in the VL domain. As a result, we suspect the structural
flexibility of the NG motif in the long CDRL1 loop in
MAB1 is the root cause of deamidation observed in stress
studies. Furthermore, it is not rare to find long CDRL1 in
many kappa and lambda germlines with a NG, NA, or NT
motif in the hairpin structured region, which poses a risk of
deamidation-based liability. This provides the structural
explanation of the deamidation liability report of 131 mAbs
where CDR L1 accounted for the majority of their observed
light chain deamidation events and 6 of 8 NG motifs were
deamidated.7 It is worth noting that all these 8 NG motifs are
in a 16-amino acid CDRL1 and position equivalent to
Asn33Gly34 in MAB1. It would be interesting to map each
count of deamidation onto corresponding CDRL1 sequences
and explore descriptors for any potential correlation.

Although often considered conservative, the deamidation
rate of Gln is much slower than that of Asn.33 It was therefore
a common practice to remove a deamidation site by mutating
the Asn to an Gln, which is otherwise a conservative
mutation.34 However, in our case, the mutagenesis and bind-
ing results indicate that Gln or Asp substitution of Asn33
abolishes its antigen binding affinity and CDC effector func-
tion (Figure 2, Supplementary Figure 1). The structure of the
antibody-antigen complex (Figure 3) provided a clear expla-
nation as to why it is an exception (due to steric clash with
one carbon longer on the side chain). This also explains why
deamidation products at Asn33 positions (isoAsp and Asp)
have significantly reduced affinity. A change of Asn to Asp at
this position would not only disrupt the hydrogen bonding
between Asn33 and the phosphate on the peptide, but also
create charge repulsion between Asp33 in the mutant and the
phosphate group on CD52 at the binding site. In addition, the
side chain of Lys35, two amino acids after which forms a salt
bridge with the phosphate group in the co-crystal structure,

Figure 7. Length distribution of CDRL1 in 1920 non-redundant published antibody structures and representative conformations of CDRL1 in two most popular
lengths. CDRL1 in MAB1 in pink represents the 16 amino acid population, and CDRL1 from PDB 3SOB in light grey for 11 amino acid. The position conserved
hydrophobic residues, L in MAB1 and V in 3SOB, are shown in stick and sphere.
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would potentially form a salt bridge with the engineered Asp33

in the mutant, and thus lose the interaction with CD52. Taken
together, these data may explain the more than 400-fold
decrease in affinity by N33D compared to wild-type
(Figure 2). The structure would predict that an isoAsp sub-
stitution at this position, which is the other potential deami-
dation product, would also destroy this antigen-binding
interface due to this charge repulsion. In addition, a kink
would be created in the peptide backbone, which would dis-
rupt the conformational integrity of this critical binding
region. N33R and N33K mutants appear to retain some resi-
dual binding affinity. One possible explanation for this is that
the positively charged and flexible side chains in these two
mutants help to preserve some binding by ionic interactions
with the phosphate groups in the peptide mimic. However,
the Lys33Gly34Asn35 (KGN) mutant, which has the same
amino acids in the binding site but with reversed order, has
little to no binding by Biacore, again indicating this binding
interface is a very tight fit.

The amino acids that immediately follow an Asn, within
the primary sequence, are considered an important determin-
ing factor for the propensity to deamidate and, accordingly,
NG, NS, and NT are commonly recognized as consensus
deamidation sites that enable the flexibility needed for the
formation of the deamidation intermediate. Replacing the
Gly with amino acids with larger side chains would result in
a less flexible peptide bond between amino acid 33 and 34,
and thus would be more resistant to deamidation. All Gly34

mutants retain some degree of CD52 antigen binding affinity
(Figure 4), which is consistent with the observation that the
Cα of Gly34 faces away from the CD52 peptide in the crystal
structure. It is not clear, however, how the nature of amino
acid substitution at this position would affect the local struc-
ture at the binding site and the binding affinity. Two Gly34

substitutions with bulky and hydrophobic side chains, valine
and isoleucine (G34V and G34I), which are favored substitu-
tions for removing a deamidation site based on peptide-based
deamidation studies, lead to significantly reduced binding
affinity in our case (Figure 4).35 The G34K and G34R
mutants, however, were found to have moderately increased
the binding affinity as measured by binding to immobilized
CD52 peptide on Biacore. We suspected that the negatively
charged carboxydextran (CM) Biacore chip surface may con-
tribute partially to the high affinities of these two mutants
with artificial charge-charge attractions. However, the CDC
effector function assay result (Supplementary Figure 2) indi-
cated that these two mutants have potency comparable to or
slightly higher than the wild-type antibody, which agrees with
the Biacore measurement. This confirms that the increased
affinity and potency is caused by the Gly34→Arg34 and
Gly34→Lys34 substitutions, respectively.

Nakana et al. reported a similar deamidation site at an
Asn-Gly sequence in light chain CDR1 in their humanized
anti-glypican 3 antibody.22 The authors found that substi-
tution of Asn diminished the antigen binding, and they
used a Gly to Arg mutation to address the deamidation
issue. Since glypican 3 and CD52 both have a GPI group, it
is possible that the Asn residue in the light chain CDR1 of
the reported anti-glypican 3 antibody is involved in binding

to the phosphate group of glypican 3, with a similar hydro-
gen binding and hydrophobic interaction network observed
in our structural studies (Figure 3). It is interesting that
Nakano et al. saw no reduction in the binding activity of
the wild-type glypican 3 antibody, even with incubation at
60°C for 2 weeks.22 This may suggest that the stability of
the two CDR1 loops, and the Asn-Gly peptide bonds in
particular, could be different between the two antibodies.
Moreover, the interaction interface reported in this work
contrasts sharply with the charge-based interaction network
commonly reported for phosphate binding in antibodies as
shown previously with anti-CD52 Campath and anti-
phosphocholine McPC603 antibodies.36,37

Deamidation events are increasingly observed in proteins
and antibodies containing an Asn followed by other amino
acids, the so called “non-canonical deamidation sites”.7,12 In
our study, we found that G34R, G34K, and G34Q variants
showed significantly increased resistance to deamidation, and
performed better in our assays than substitutions with bulky
and hydrophobic side chains valine and isoleucine (G34V and
G34I). This contradicts what has been observed in previous
peptide-based deamidation studies, but there may be addi-
tional factors at play, as the structure may be otherwise altered
by the substitutions, and the bulkiness of the side chain may
only be one influencing factor.35

Sequence-based developability prediction and mitigation is
becoming a rather challenging practice, as consensus sequences
are not always labile, while some labile sites exist that are not
predicted based solely on primary sequence. Considerations for
contributions from structure and local conformation thus
become increasingly important. Our work provides
a structural demonstration of how deamidation could affect
antibody function. Furthermore, the saturation mutagenesis
study results, together with other reports on surprising findings
with mutants for deamidation stabilization,8 indicates that
extensive screening of stabilization mutants may be necessary
to understand the structure-function relationship of the CDR
deamidation sites, and ultimately obtain variants with increased
resistance to deamidation for improved developability.

Materials and methods

Mutant design and preparation

Mutants were designed at the antibody’s light chain CDR1
Asn33-Gly34 site. The mutant DNAs were synthesized in
pDONR221entry vector by DNA2.0 in the light chain back-
bone. A DNA library was also created where the DNA
sequence encoding the Gly34 position was randomized to
create a small NNK library, where N is either G, A, T or C;
and K is either T or G. They were subsequently subcloned
into the HEK293 expression vector pCEP4(-E + I)Dest by
Gateway cloning. The conditioned media were subjected to
screening of CD52 binding affinity, or loaded to a HiTrap
Protein A column (GE) column for further purification and
characterization for large-scale preparation. Selected mutants
were also prepared in Chinese hamster ovary cells for detailed
characterization.
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CD52 binding by biacore

CD52 binding affinity was determined by Biacore. Low level
of a CD52 peptide mimotope (CGQNDTSQTSSPSAD) was
immobilized on a CM5 chip via thiol chemistry using an
N-terminal Cys. A new surface was immobilized on each
assay occasion and the level of binding was checked with an
internal reference standard (wild-type). Antibodies were
diluted in HBS-EP running buffer (10 mM HEPES, 150 mM
NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.005% Tween-20 pH 7.4) to either
a single concentration for relative binding comparison or
several concentrations for kinetic analysis. The diluted anti-
bodies were injected for 3 min over the surface to monitor the
binding at 30 μL/min flow-rate. Either a report point was
taken at the end of injection to calculate % of wild-type
binding or kinetic analysis was performed with a 1:1 binding
model using the Scrubber2 software. In early studies, binding
measurements were performed a single time in “screening
mode,” but for the final leads, KD was carefully determined
using kinetic mode.

Peptide map/LC-MS

Wild-type and mutant antibodies were reduced and alkylated
prior to a double enzyme digestion with trypsin and Lys C in
a low pH (7.1) buffer to minimize method-induced deamida-
tion. The peptide map was separated on an Acquity UPLC
with ESI-TOF MS (LCT Premier) detection online. Extracted
ion chromatograms of the isotope cluster were used to gen-
erate the peak area. In the wild type analysis, where baseline
separation was optimized for the Asp, Iso-Asp, and Asn
separation, the peak areas can be used for quantitation of
deamidation. As the primary sequence was different for each
variant, the retention time of the variant and degree of chro-
matographic separation for the Asp-, IsoAsp-, and Asn-
containing peptides varied. As chromatographic baseline
separation of the peaks was not achieved in all cases, MS
peak area ratios were used to calculate the relative amounts
of the various peptides for all sequences. The amount of
deamidation is approximated from the shift of first isotope
to the second, caused by 1 Dalton increase after deamidation.
In the case of the wild-type antibody, this corresponds to the
ratio of the 592.3 versus the 592.8 m/z. This methodology
cannot differentiate between Asp and Iso- asp, but will
approximate the amount of Asn conversion to Asp/IsoAsp.
Due to the fact that deamidation may be induced by analytical
method conditions,38–40 we specifically monitored the amount
of method-induced deamidation in our analyses. A time zero
sample for each variant was used as a control to monitor
deamidation resulting from the analysis. The conditions
used (pH 7.1, short, optimized digestion time) minimized
the amount of method-induced deamidation to a level signif-
icantly less than the deamidation caused by the forced dea-
midation conditions of the study.

Forced deamidation

Antibodies were dialyzed into buffers at pH 7.0, 7.5 and 8.0,
diluted to 0.5 mg/mL, and incubated at 37°C and 45°C. The

three-component buffer contained 10 mM succinate, 10 mM
histidine, and 10 mM sodium phosphate. It should be noted
that we showed independently through crystallography stu-
dies that Asn33 interacts with the phosphate moiety on the
GPI anchor. Therefore, there is a potential that the presence
of phosphate in the buffer used for the forced deamidation
studies may have influenced deamidation by possibly exerting
a protective effect. However, we have shown that we were able
to achieve significant deamidation under our study condi-
tions, despite potential influences of the buffer system, sug-
gesting the influence was not impactful to the studies
described. Aliquots were taken at various time points and
frozen at −80°C for later analysis.

Complement-dependent cytotoxicity assay

All mutant, control, and wild-type materials were serially
diluted 1:2 across one solid black 96-well plate from 2 mg/
mL to 0.002 mg/mL in assay medium (phenol-red free IMDM
medium + 0.1% bovine serum albumin). Normal human
serum complement (Quidel Corporation) was added to all
wells at a final concentration of 5% (v/v). Pfeiffer
B-lymphocytes (ATCC CRL-2632) were then added at
a final concentration of 0.6 × 106 cells/mL. A negative cell
lysis control (assay medium + cells), a positive cell lysis con-
trol (assay medium + cells + 2% (w/v) Triton X-100), and
a positive dose-response control (4 mg/mL control material)
were included on the same plate. The reactions were incu-
bated for one hour in a humidified, 37°C, 5% CO2 incubator.
Fifty μL of pre-warmed alamarBlue® detection reagent (Life
Technologies) were then added to all wells, followed by incu-
bation in reduced light for four hours. The relative reduction
of alamarBlue® was measured using a fluorescent plate reader
(ex: 530 nm, em: 590, cutoff: 570 nm). Softmax Pro, v. 5.3
(Molecular Devices) was used to generate dose-response
curves fit to a four-parameter model.

MAB1 fab preparation and crystallization

MAB1 Fabs were liberated from the full-length IgG by
immobilized papain digestion (Thermo-Fisher 20341) fol-
lowing the manufacture’s recommendations. Fabs and Fcs
were separated by cation exchange on a mono S 5/50
column (GE Lifesciences 17-5166-01) with a 20 mM MES,
pH 6.5, 20 mM to 500 mM NaCl gradient over 30 column
volumes.

Fractions containing the MAB1 Fab were pooled and con-
centrated to a final concentration of 10 mg/mL. The concen-
trated protein was mixed with a ten-fold molar excess of
phosphoethanolamine (ETP) CD52 peptide. The CD52 pep-
tide mimetic contains the entire human CD52 sequence, as
well as the ethanolamine phosphate moiety to mimic the GPI
anchor present in the native glycopeptide on immune cells.
The best diffracting crystal, which was used to solve the
structure was obtained from 0.05M Zinc acetate, 17% PEG
3,350 and 0.1 M MES, pH 5.8.
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Data collection, structure determination, and refinement

Crystals were cryo-protected with the well solution supple-
mented with 30% PEG400 and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.
A full data set was collected at 1.5419Å wavelength on the
FRE+ superbright with Saturn 944+ CCD detector using
CrystalClear2 (Rigaku Americas) with 0.5-degree oscillation.
The crystal belongs to space group P212121, a = 54.4 Å,
b = 131.2 Å, c = 133.8 Å, α = β = γ = 90° with two Fab
molecules in each asymmetric unit.

The scaled reflection data were converted to the mtz format
and a molecular replacement search model was sought out using
the program BALBES in CCP4, which identified PDB code 1FL5
as a suitable search model. A molecular replacement solution
was found using program Molrep with 1FL5 as the model and
two copies of Fabs were produced. An electron density map was
generated by first rigid body refinement using Refmac5 with
a resolution cutoff of 3 Å, followed by a full resolution restrained
refinement in Refmac5. The data collection and final refinement
statistics were shown in Supplementary Table 1. The atomic
coordinates and structural factors have been deposited to
Protein Data Bank with code 6OBD.
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